
 

Lago di Pollore

Fontanaccia - La Ponte'la - Le Gande - Baite Macoggia - Gne'ra - Pollore - Lago di Pollore

7,354 Km 2:00 - 3:00 h 973 m 26 m



From the parking area of Fontanaccia, above the village of Fumero, take the path S537 that goes up 
the Rezzalo Valley along the Rezzalasch stream to La Pontela. Continue along the valley to the 
mountain huts of Li Ghe'nda. After Picac you reach Macogia and the wide plateau of San Bernardo. 
After the small church in Gne'ra, take path S537 on the left up to Pollore. The path continues past the 
mountain huts along the trail with a sign indicating the lakes. After an hour or so of walking you cross a 
rise and can see the lakes of Pollore. From here you have wonderful views over the mountain range 
from Serottini to Saoretta.

The alpine lakes of Alta Valtellina A highaltitude oasis, the alpine lake has always been associated with absolute quiet and 
unspoilt areas. These lakes are usually located in hollows between ridges. The enchanted isolation that sets them apart makes 
them ideal destinations for hikers. 

Start:Fontanaccia Arrival:Lago di Pollore

Equipment required:

Difficulty description:

Parking Area:

Map:Bike and Trekking Map Alta Valtellina n° 5

Author:

TECHNICAL DATA

Length 7,354 Km Skill

Condition

Effort

Natural pavement 100%

Asphalt pavement 0%

Cobblestones 0%

Equipped trail 0%

Scree pavement 0%

Other types of pavements 0%

Not available data 0%

Duration 2:00 - 3:00 h

Uphill height difference 973 m

height difference downhill 26 m

Maximum slope uphill 28%

Maximum slope downhill 9%

Minimum and maximum quota
2451 m

1500 m

Accessibility for bikes 79%

Period Journey Maggio - 
Ottobre

This publication is for information purposes only. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and 
snow conditions before every excursion.


